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09.00 Registration   

09.30 Introduction Kate Rogers 
Head of Policy, Cazenove Capital Management 

09:35 The role of a Charity Trustee Laetitia Ransley 
Associate, Charities, Farrer & Co 

10:00 Bonds: an introduction Pritosh Ranjan 
Investment Analyst, Cazenove Capital Management 

10:30 Equities: an introduction 
Andrew Williams 
Associate Product Manager, Equity Value Team, 
Schroders 

11:00 Coffee break   

11:30 Real Estate: an introduction Jeremy Marsh 
Research Analyst, Real Estate, Schroders 

12:00 Investment Policy: key trustee 
decisions 

Kate Rogers 
Head of Policy, Cazenove Charities 

12:30 Lunch   



 

An investment is an asset or item that is purchased with the hope that it will 

generate income or appreciate in the future  

 

Source: Investopedia 

 

 

What is investment? 
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Voluntary sector net assets of over £105bn 

73% of the assets are held by the top 1% of 
asset holding organisations 

Top 5 asset owners make up almost a 
quarter of the voluntary sector assets  

Top 300 UK Foundations make up >60% of 
the assets of the whole sector  

Total investment assets of c£80bn (ex 
Wellcome) 

Similar concentration of assets in Europe 
and the US.   

UK Charity investments in context  

Source: NCVO Almanac 2015, Charity Finance November 2014. 

NCVO Almanac 
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8,000 organisations 
with <£5m invested 

650 organisations 
with £5m - £10m invested 

650 organisations 
with £10m - £50m invested 

70 organisations 
with £50m - £100m invested 

40 organisations with  
>£100m invested 
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Charity Trustee Training 

Laetitia Ransley – Associate, Charity and Community Team 

8 June 2017 



In this session 

• Background charity law 

 

• Trustees' duties – generally and when investing 

 

• Personal liability? 

 

• Decision making 

 

 



What is a charity? 

• The legal definition: 

– An institution established in England and Wales 

– With exclusively charitable purposes 

– For the public benefit 

 

• Charities use a range of legal structures e.g. 

– Companies 

– Trusts 

– Charitable incorporated organisations 

– Unincorporated associations 

– Royal charter bodies 

 

 

 



What laws must charities comply with? 

• Charity law  

 

• The law of their legal structure e.g. company law or trust law 

 

• All laws applicable to the charity's activities which might include: 

– Data protection law 

– Employment law 

– Health and safety law 

– Property law 

– Safeguarding/child protection 

 



The Charity Commission 

• Keeps the Register of Charities 

 

• Regulates registered charities and can take remedial or protective action 

 

• Assesses the public benefit of charities 

 

• Has very wide powers and concurrent jurisdiction with the High Court in many areas 

– its orders have the same effect as a Court Order 

 

• Has new protective powers, e.g. the power to issue official warnings 

 

• Also has an enabling role, e.g. to give advice or guidance to charities – "comply or 

explain" approach 

 

 



Duties of charity trustees (1) 

• Overriding duty: 

– At all times, to act in the best interests of the charity 

 

• Standard of care: 

– To exercise such care and skill as is reasonable in the circumstances 

– Higher standard expected of professionals 

– A trustee… must exercise such care and skill as is reasonable in the 

circumstances, having regard in particular (a) to any special knowledge or 

experience that he has or holds himself out as having, and (b) if he acts in the 

course of a business or profession, to any special knowledge or experience that 

it is reasonable to expect of a person acting in the course of that business or 

profession (Section 1, Trustee Act 2000) 

 



Duties of charity trustees (2) 

• Subsidiary duties: 

– To act within the charity's constitution and the law 

– To have regard to the CC guidance on public benefit 

– To apply the assets of the charity for the purposes in the constitution  

– To exercise proper stewardship over the charity's assets and the running of the 

charity  

– To avoid and/or deal appropriately with conflicts of interest 

– Unless authorised, to act without remuneration or benefits other than the 

reimbursement of out of pocket expenses  

– To take professional advice when necessary 

– To act personally 

 



Duties of charity trustees (3) 

• For directors of charitable companies (Companies Act 2006) 

– To act within their powers 

– To promote the success of the company 

– To exercise independent judgment 

– To exercise reasonable care, skill and diligence 

– To avoid conflicts of interest 

– Not to accept benefits from third parties 

– To declare interests in proposed transactions or arrangements 

 



Duties of charity trustees (4) 

• Delegation 

– To Chairman and staff 

– To committees and groups 

 

• Best practice 

– In writing 

– Responsibility and/or authority 

 

• Things the trustees can't delegate 

– Setting the budget 

– Major policy changes 

 



Duties when making financial investments 

• To act within the charity's powers to invest 

• To exercise care and skill when making investment decisions 

• To consider how suitable an investment is for the charity 

• To consider the need to diversify investments 

• To take advice from someone experienced in investment matters – unless they have 

a good reason for not doing so 

• When using an investment manager, to put in place a written agreement with the 

manager and an investment policy for the charity 

• To review investments from time to time 

• See Charities and investment matters: a guide for trustees (CC14) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/charities-and-investment-matters-a-guide-

for-trustees-cc14/charities-and-investment-matters-a-guide-for-trustees 
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Personal liability 

• Limited liability status 

 

• Exceptions to limited liability protection 

– Where there is a breach of trust (includes acts and/or omissions) 

– And the charity suffers loss as a result of that breach 

 

• Exposure – current and subsequent trustees 

 

• Insurance 

 



Decision making by charity trustees 

• Who can and cannot make decisions? 

 

• Conflicts of interest and loyalty  

 

• When – formal meetings, by telephone or by written resolution 

 

• Decisions must be within your charity's objects and powers 

 

• What you need to take into account – all relevant factors, ignoring all irrelevant 

factors 

 

• Making the right decision – what happens if you get it wrong? 

 



Suggested further reading 

• The essential trustee: what you need to know (CC3) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-essential-trustee-what-you-need-to-

know-cc3 

 

• The Charity Commission's public benefit guidance 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/charitable-purposes-and-public-benefit 

 

• Conflicts of interest: a guide for charity trustees (CC29) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/conflicts-of-interest-a-guide-for-charity-

trustees-cc29/conflicts-of-interest-a-guide-for-charity-trustees 
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Questions 

Laetitia Ransley 

Associate   

Farrer & Co 

66 Lincoln's Inn Fields 

London WC2A 3LH 

Tel: +44 (0)20 3375 7152 

laetitia.ransley@farrer.co.uk 

www.farrer.co.uk  

http://www.farrer.co.uk/
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Pritosh Ranjan  

Bonds: An introduction  

8 June 2017 



• Define a bond  

• Brief History of Debt 

• Trends to Watch  

• Key features of a bond  

• Case Study: Making an investment decision  
 Explore key concepts: Yield, Term premia, Credit Risk premia, Liquidity premia, Duration 

• A little extra on Credit Risk 

• Stylized Portfolio Management process  

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Roadmap 
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A bond is an IOU just like a loan is but  

• it is a tradable security, and  

• is generally syndicated or placed privately with a broad set of buyers rather than privately 

negotiated between a single lender and a single borrower  

The issuer of the bond is borrowing the money  

The bond buyer is the lender  

Bondholders entitled to a stream of cash flows: interest payments (coupons) and repayment of 

principal (“par value”) on maturity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is a “Bond”?  
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Global Bond Market  

Source: Kames Capital, Bloomberg  
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• Governments are the largest issuers of debt globally  
• EM debt is one of the fastest growing segments  
• Sterling corporate debt market is about 2% of the global debt market and low issuance 

reducing its relative size and importance 



Quite a bit has changed over centuries but quite a bit hasn’t  

• Credit is the engine of growth. It grows/shrinks in phases 
– expansion, downturn, recovery, repair. Business, Credit 
and Political cycles are linked  

• Large debts are almost always either  preceded by or 
coincide with solid creditworthiness  and underwriters’ 
assumption of a benign future outlook   

• Borrowing supports growth and enables consumption up 
to a point. Subsequently, it is a recipe for pain   

• The relationship between debtors and creditors is much  
more than a simple financial relationship and everyone 
has an opinion on and interest in how it should be 
managed 

• Paradox of Thrift: An individual entity can reduce 
consumption and “live within its means” to pay back debt. 
When all entities do so then firms lose business and 
people lose jobs, aggregate income falls, core inflation  
falls and debt burden increases not reduces 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Brief History of Debt  

Source: New York Times, 12/11/2013 
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• At some point in the not so distant future expect bonds to trade as freely and cheaply as stocks do today: 
growth of electronic trading, continued disintermediation, smaller average trade sizes, growth of professional 
fixed income investor base    
 Launch of the London Stock Exchange Ordinary Retail Bond Market:, 1 February 2010, electronic Order book 

for Retail Bonds (ORB); order driven trading service 
 Standardization of CDS contracts has enabled centralized clearing and electronic trading  

• Investors in bank bonds will have to get used to taking losses – not balance sheet driven, regulation driven 
(EU Bank Resolution and Recovery Directive) 

• Lending disintermediation – banks lose market share to P2P, bond markets, syndicated loan markets  

• Growth of quantitative and rules based investing in bond markets to continue  

• Emerging market debt to become a more prominent part of global portfolios 

 

 

 

Trends to watch 
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Top ranked portfolio manager of the future! 

Source: http://www.cnbc.com/2015/06/02/will-you-trust-a-robot-to-manage-your-money-when-
youre-64.html 



Issuer Type 

Sovereign 

Non Financial 
Corporates 

Govt. Backed 
Agencies 

Banks/Insurer
s 

Supranationals 

Arsenal,  
ManU 

Maturity 

Bullet 

Perpetual 

Coupon 

Fixed Rate 

Floating Rate 

Inflation 
Linked 

Zero Coupon 

Term 

< 12 months: 
Money Market 
Instruments 

(or, Bills) 

1y-10y: Notes 

10y+ Bonds 

Collateral 

Unsecured 

Asset Backed 

Credit 
Rating 

Investment 
Grade 

Sub-
Investment 

Grade or High 
Yield 

Rank 

Senior 

Subordinated 

Redemption 
Provisions 

Callable 

Putable 

Convertible 

Amortizing 

Key Features of a Bond 
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No dearth of variety but the commonest one is a fixed coupon, fixed term bond 



Which one would you buy ?  

1. Tesco Plc 6% GBP 14/12/2029, Price: 118.55 (% of par), Gross Redemption Yield: 4.08% (as of 6 
June 2017)  

2. Lloyds Bank Plc. 2.5% GBP 01/06/2022, Price: 106.72, Gross Redemption Yield: 1.11% (as of 6 
June 2017) 

 

Decision Process 

• What are the cash flows?  

• What yield do these cash flows translate into ?  

• What makes up the yield, that is, what risks are getting paid for? (“Risk Premia”)  

• What is our view on these risk premia ?  

• How does the investment fit with our overall objectives, risk appetite and other investments in 
the portfolio?  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study - making an investment decision 

Source: Bloomberg, 6 June 2017. This case study is for illustrative purposes only and does not constitute an investment recommendation 
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Cash flows of Lloyds Bond, Purchase: buy Nominal £100,000 pay £106,767.95 [clean price 106.72 x £100,000 + accrued interest 
7 days £47.95 = £106.767.95 dirty price] (Source: Bloomberg)  

 

 

 

  

 
Cash flows of Tesco Plc Bond, Purchase: buy Nominal £100,000 pay £121,450 [clean price 118.55 x £100,000 + accrued interest 
174 days £2900 = £121,450 dirty price] (Source: Bloomberg) 

 

Cash flows 
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Source: Bloomberg, 6 June 2017 



Current Yield: coupon received as % of price paid  

 
Tesco bond: 6/118.55 = 5.06%  
Lloyds bond: 2.5/105.31 = 2.37%  
 
But current yield ignores any capital gain or loss suffered from holding the bond to maturity (“pull to par” effect). So 
it is an incomplete yield measure  
 

Yield Calculation 
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Gross Redemption Yield (GRY) or Yield to Maturity (YTM): gives a fairer picture of what the investor is 
expected to earn; takes into account any capital gains or losses from purchase to maturity as the bond pulls to par 
and assumes reinvestment of coupons  
(note - if the reinvestment rate differs from the GRY, the realized yield on the bond could be different from the 
Gross Redemption Yield) 

Yield Calculation 
Gross Redemption Yield: Lloyds Bond 
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•Cash in Bank £106,767.95  
•Credit  Security Nominal £100,000 Debit 
Cash £106,767.95 

Today 

•£2500 coupon, reinvest for 1y @1.1%  1 year hence 

•£5000 coupon + £27.5 interest on coupons = 
£5027.5 reinvest for 1y @1.1% 2 years hence 

•£7500 coupon + £82.8 interest on coupons = 
£7582.8 reinvest for 1y @1.1%  3 years hence 

•  £10,000 coupon + £166.2 int. on coupons = 
£10166.2 reinvest for 1y @1.1%  4 years hence 

•  £ 12500 coupon + £100,000 Principal + 
£278 int. on coupons = £112,778 5 years hence 

•£112,778   Final Cash in Bank 

In GBP terms, cumulative return = 
£6010  

In % terms, annualized return (YTM or 
GRY) = 1.1%  

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working out Gross Redemption Yield on 
the Lloyds bond 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Investors need compensation for three key risks when buying bonds  

• Term Risk: Generally speaking, the longer the separation, the higher the compensation (“generally” because 
sometimes the term structure is inverted – a reflection of markets expecting interest rates to fall)   

• Credit Risk: Risky borrowers must pay more  

• Liquidity Risk:  must receive a premium for holding securities that are harder to sell  

Understanding the components of yield  
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  Lloyds 2022 Tesco 2029 

Benchmark Govt Bond Yield 

(Risk Free)  
0.43% 1.21% 

Credit & Liquidity Premium 

(Spread) 
0.67% 2.87% 

Yield (Risk Free + Spread)  1.10% 4.08% 

3% yield difference is explained by 
0.8% of term premium for maturity 
extension and 2.2% of risk premium 
for higher default risk 
 
Tesco’s credit rating is BB+, 5 to 6 
notches lower than Lloyds A1/A 
 
Source: Bloomberg, 6 June 2017 



• Yields and Prices move 
inversely to each other. Yield 
Up, Price Down. Yield Down, 
Price Up  
 

• Tesco bond price much more 
volatile than Lloyds bond price 
(it has higher duration)  
 

• When yields were falling (since 
Dec ‘16) Tesco turned out to be 
a better investment but when 
yields were rising Tesco was a 
worse place for our money. Our 
view on how yields are going to 
evolve has an important 
bearing on which bond we 
prefer at a given point 

 

Yields and prices are not static 

 
Source: Bloomberg  
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Changes in  
 
• benchmark government bond yield (“cost of money” – rarely can an entity borrow at a lower rate): expectations 

of future interest rates, inflation, term premium, relative global yields, central bank policy stance  
 

• credit spreads (the “credit risk premium” – compensation that lenders need to assume the default & downgrade 
risk of the borrower): earnings revisions, issuer and industry specific developments, corporate transaction, 
market volatility etc.  

What drives bond yields ?  

Source: Bloomberg 
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Duration –% change in price for a one percentage point change in yield 
Loosely speaking, duration is the average £ weighted maturity of the portfolio  
 
Higher duration means more sensitive to changes in yield  
 
All else equal 
• Longer bonds have higher duration 
• Lower coupon bonds have higher duration  

 
• Intuition - The longer we have to wait for our money, the more it will hurt if yields rise (locked 

away money at a lower rate for longer)  
• Duration of Tesco 6% 2029: 9; Lloyds 2.5% 2022: 4.7  
 
View on yield drives duration decision  
• If yields are rising, better off holding shorter duration bonds (they lose less) 
• If yields are falling, better off holding longer duration bonds (they gain more)  

 
• Duration is a particularly useful way of communicating the interest rate sensitivity of bond 

portfolios. Imagine comparing the duration of 2 portfolios  of 20 bonds each, line by line, 
security by security!  
 

• Generally speaking, bond investors consider/manage duration at portfolio and not security level 
 
 
 
 

Impact of Yield change on Bond Price  
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Realized returns are not just a function of ex-ante yield (Tesco yield was significantly higher but 
there have been periods when the Lloyds bond easily outperformed)  
 
Yield changes are driven by changes in risk free rate and credit spread – there is generally a 
negative correlation between spreads and risk free (changes in one generally offset another to 
some degree)  
 
All else equal 
• Longer bonds have higher duration 
• Lower coupon bonds have higher duration  

 
View on yield changes drives duration decision  
• If yields are rising, better off holding shorter duration bonds (they lose less) 
• If yields are falling, better off holding longer duration bonds (they gain more)  

 
Security selection, ultimately, boils down to one question – is the compensation for risks fair or 
can we get better risk reward elsewhere  

 
 

Case Study conclusions  
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Credit Risk: Agency ratings 
Walking down the credit quality ladder, we move closer to equity like risk profile 
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AAA 

AA 

A 

BBB 

Probability of Default 

BB 

B 

CCC 

CC 

C 

Default 

Investment Grade 

Sub Investment Grade 

Lowest Risk 

Highest Risk 

...or Spread Risk 



Spread over Gilts: riskier borrowers pay more  
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Source:Bloomberg, BofA ML, Past performance is no guarantee of future performance 



Investment Grade versus High Yield 

Source: “Annual Default Study: Corporate Default and Recovery Rates, 1920-2013”, Moody’s Investor Service, Feb 28, 2014 
Past Performance is no guarantee of future performance 

Incremental credit risk is not really “incremental” 
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HY default rates have averaged 2.72%, Investment Grade 0.06% 



Macro Research, PMs 

Benchmark 
Government Bond 

Yield, Currency, 
Interest Rates, 

Inflation 

Credit Spreads, 
downgrade & default 

risk, corporate and 
industry 

fundamentals 

Liquidity risk 

Best Execution 

Stylized Portfolio Management Process 
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Credit Research, PMs Trading Desk 

Portfolio Manager 

 
View on “cost of money” or benchmark govt. bond yields, currencies  Macro Research/PMs/Economists/Regional Teams  
 
How are credit metrics of issuers evolving in absolute and relative terms  Credit Research  
 
If a liquidity squeeze (a general risk off environment) is coming, would prefer to stick with more liquid rather than less liquid 
names. If issuer specific news flow can impact liquidity, we need to know  Trading Desk 
 
What impact does the inclusion of a security have on the risk and return of a portfolio, client constraints and requirements, 
constant monitoring and portfolio review  Portfolio Manager  



Agenda 
8th June 2017 
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09.00 Registration   

09.30 Introduction Kate Rogers 
Head of Policy, Cazenove Capital Management 

09:35 The role of a Charity Trustee Laetitia Ransley 
Associate, Charities, Farrer & Co 

10:00 Bonds: an introduction Pritosh Ranjan 
Investment Analyst, Cazenove Capital Management 

10:30 Equities: an introduction 
Andrew Williams 
Associate Product Manager, Equity Value Team, 
Schroders 

11:00 Coffee break   

11:30 Real Estate: an introduction Jeremy Marsh 
Research Analyst, Real Estate, Schroders 

12:00 Investment Policy: key trustee 
decisions 

Kate Rogers 
Head of Policy, Cazenove Charities 

12:30 Lunch   



Andrew Williams 

Equities: An introduction  

8 June 2017 



Why Equities? 
– What Is An Equity And Why Would You Want One? 
– What Are We Looking For? 
– The Importance of Expectations 

 

How is an Equity Portfolio Managed? 
– How Are Ideas Generated? 
– Portfolio Construction 
– Load Differences & Performance 

 

Questioning the Fund Manager 

Outline 
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Ownership of shares = owning a slice of a company 

As owners, shareholders have a number of rights e.g. to vote on how the company is run 

Main reason for investing in  

equities is to share in the profits businesses make over time 

Profits can be paid out as dividends or kept within the company to invest for the future growth 

 

 

 

 

Equities are often traded on a Stock Exchange to give the ability to buy/sell shares easily 

Can bring volatility – potential for the stock market’s valuation of the company to change quickly 

 

 

What are Equities? 
Stocks and shares 
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Profits 

Reinvestment - To grow future profits Dividends - Cash in your pocket today 

Owning equities means owning slices of companies and sharing in their profits 



1900 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 2000 10 14
Equities: return 6.5% per year Equities: capital gain 2.2% per year
Bonds 2.0% per year Bills 0.9% per year

Why Equities? 

Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Sourcebook 2009 and Triumph of the Optimists, Princeton 
University Press 2002. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results, prices of shares may fall as well as rise and investors may not get the 
amount originally invested. 

Cumulative returns on US asset classes in real terms 1900 – 2014 
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1,396 

12.8 

10.1 

2.7 

10,000 

1,000 

100 

10 

1 

Post WWI recovery: 

1919 – 1928 

World 168%; US 372% 

Post WWII recovery: 

1949 – 1959 

World 392%; Germany 4373% 

Expansionary 1980’s 

World 261%; Japan 431% 

1990’s/tech boom 

World 112%; US 279% 

WWI: 1914 – 1918 

World -31%  

Germany -66% 

Wall Street crash: 

1929 – 1931 

World -53%  

US -79% 

WWII: 1939 – 1948 

World -11% 

Japan -96% 

Oil shock:  

1973 – 1974 

World -47%  

UK -71% 

Tech crash:  

2000 – 2003 

World -44%  

Germany -65% 

Credit crash:  

2007 – 2008 

World -53%  

Ireland -70% 

Equities offer long term capital growth to help beat inflation 



 Strong business franchise 

 Top quality management 

 Operating in growth markets 

 Financially secure 

 Increasing profits (earnings) 

 

But are these attributes alone enough to make you money? 

What you pay for something can be just as important as what you buy  

 

 

What is Equity Investing? 
Equity investing is finding companies that have: 
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A good business is not necessarily the same as a good investment  



 Share price  =  Profit per share (EPS)  x  Profit Multiple (PE) 

 Changes in share price driven by changes in profits and/or the multiple applied to them 

 

 

 

What drives share prices? 

The figures are not representative of the specified companies and are illustrative for the purposes of the training slides only 

Are share price movements all about changes in profits? 
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2013 2014 2015 CAGR 

BP 60p 58p 57p -3% 

Rolls-Royce 57p 63p 70p 11% 

Share price 2013 P/E Ratio 

BP 410p 6.8x 

Rolls-Royce 810p 14.2x 

Market expects low profit growth  low multiple 
 

Market expects high profit growth  high multiple 

Profit Growth 
How quickly will the company grow earnings per share? 

Valuation 
What multiple of those earnings do I have to pay? 

Share prices driven by how profits move relative to the Market’s EXPECTATIONS  



Research 
Analysts 

Idea creation 

Idea creation 

Fund 
Managers 

Quantitative 
Screens 

Economic / 
Thematic 
Overview 

Challenge and Debate 

Key Drivers 
 
Key Risks 
 
Valuation 

Testing conviction Decision 

Portfolio Construction 

PRISM 

Investment process overview 
 How does a stock get into a portfolio? 
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Share prices driven by how profits move relative to the Market’s EXPECTATIONS  



Align portfolios with conviction 

Balance between the potential risks and the potential rewards of different ideas 

Competition for capital between ideas 

Conviction manifests itself in sector and stock exposures 

 

Portfolio construction 
What are the main considerations? 
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XYZ Portfolio 

 
Stock 

exposure 
 

Risks Conviction 

Sector 
exposure 

Active equity managers need conviction in where they differ from the benchmark  



Broad sector positions 
 

Source: The figures are not representative of an actual portfolio. The sector positions are for illustrative purposes only 

Example portfolio – 31st December 2014 
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Sector positions versus FTSE All Share index 

-4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0

Oil & Gas

Industrials

Basic Materials

Consumer Services

Healthcare

Telecommunications

Consumer Goods

Financials

Utilities

Portfolio weight % 

19.8 

9.2 

8.3 

12.3 

8.2 

5.6 

7.6 

25.2 

1.0 

Sector loads compare the portfolio weight to the benchmark weight   



Align portfolios with conviction 

Balance between the potential risks and the potential rewards of different ideas 

Competition for capital between ideas 

Conviction manifests itself in sector and stock exposures 

 

Portfolio construction 
What are the main considerations? 
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XYZ Portfolio 

 
Stock 

exposure 
 

Risks Conviction 

Sector 
exposure 

Active equity managers need conviction in where they differ from the benchmark  



Active load differences 
 

The figures are not representative of the specified companies and are illustrative for the purposes of the training slides only. 
 

Example stock positions – 31st December 2014 
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Five most positive positions 
Portfolio 

% 

Index 

% 

‘Load Difference’ 

% 

Tesco 4.2 1.2 +3.0 

Rio Tinto 4.4 1.7 +2.7 

HSBC 5.2 3.3 +1.9 

Tate & Lyle 1.9 0.2 +1.7 

Vodafone 6.0 4.6 +1.4 

Largest stock positions versus FTSE All Share index 

Five most negative positions 
Portfolio 

% 

Index 

% 

‘Load Difference’ 

% 

Royal Dutch Shell 4.9 7.2 -2.3 

BAE Systems 0.0 1.7 -1.7 

Barclays 0.9 2.3 -1.4 

Diageo 0.0 1.4 -1.4 

British Telecom 0.0 1.0 -1.0 

Load is the difference between the portfolio weight and the index weight   



The load difference and relative performance of each stock determines its contribution to overall 
portfolio performance.  

Contribution to performance 
 

Load difference: the stock weight in the portfolio less the stock weight in the FTSE All Share Index 
Relative Performance: the percentage change in the stock price relative to the change in the FTSE All Share Index 
Impact: the contribution made by the stock to the difference between the portfolio return and the FTSE All Share Index return 

UK Equities 
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Load Difference 

Relative 
Performance 

-ve +ve 

-v
e 

+v
e Negative impact 

Negative impact 

Positive impact 

Positive impact 

Performance is driven by load difference and relative performance   



Contribution to performance 
 

1Load difference: the stock weight in the portfolio less the stock weight in the FTSE All Share Index 
2Relative Performance: the percentage change in the stock price relative to the change in the FTSE All Share Index 
Contribution: the product of the load difference and the relative performance.  
Weights shown above are average period weights.  Impact calculated by combining multiple sub periods. Source: Example for illustrative purposes only 
Past performance is not a guide to future performance.  
 

UK Equities 
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Five largest contributions 
1Load difference 

% 
2Relative performance 

% 
Contribution 

% 

BP +2.9 +34.2 +1.0 

Legal & General +1.7 +45.4 +0.8 

ITV +1.0 +35.2 +0.6 

Burberry +1.2 +32.1 +0.5 

Royal Dutch Shell -1.9 -15.4 +0.3 

Stock selection impact – 12 months to 31 December 2014 

Five largest detractors 
1Load difference 

% 
2Relative performance 

% 
Contribution 

% 

Anglo American -1.4 +35.8 -0.5 

Vodafone +1.4 -24.8 -0.4 

British Sky Broadcasting +0.9 -14.2 -0.1 

Marks & Spencer  -0.4 +30.7 -0.1 

WM Morrison +1.6 -4.4 -0.1 



Align portfolios with conviction 

Balance between the potential risks and the potential rewards of different ideas 

Competition for capital between ideas 

Conviction manifests itself in sector and stock exposures 

 

Portfolio construction 
What are the main considerations? 
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XYZ Portfolio 

 
Stock 

exposure 
 

Risks Conviction 

Sector 
exposure 

Conviction needs to be tempered by consideration of risk 



• It measures how volatile the excess return of the fund is 

• Excess Return = Fund Return - Benchmark Return 

 

Understanding tracking error 
 A measure of a fund’s relative risk 
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Return 

Time 
Market  Portfolio A Portfolio B 

Low tracking error can come at the expense of long-term performance 



Where is the Fund Manager showing conviction? 

At a stock level? 

At a sector level? 

Other views e.g. UK consumer, emerging market exposure, $ profits 

This will help you understand the out/underperformance of the portfolio 

 

Use the Transaction Report to make sure the manager’s actions are consistent with their 
words 

Are their views coherent and consistent over time? 

When are profits/losses taken? 

What is the investment horizon/turnover? 

 

 

 

 

Questioning the fund manager quarterly 
Focus on the big picture not short-term performance 
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Focus on the big picture not short-term performance 



Appendices 
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We take a long term view  

Patient and contrarian in use of market overreaction 

 

We have no predetermined style bias 

Emphasise appropriate value given potential earnings power rather than 
growth or value style factors 

 

Stock selection is key to what we do 

Greatest inefficiencies occur at a stock level, macroeconomic/thematic views 
colour but do not drive stock selection 

 

Our philosophy drives our process 

The value of investments and the income received from them can fall as well as rise. Investors may not get back the amount invested. 

Three characteristics stem from our philosophy 

58 



Agenda 
8th June 2017 
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09.00 Registration   

09.30 Introduction Kate Rogers 
Head of Policy, Cazenove Capital Management 

09:35 The role of a Charity Trustee Laetitia Ransley 
Associate, Charities, Farrer & Co 

10:00 Bonds: an introduction Pritosh Ranjan 
Investment Analyst, Cazenove Capital Management 

10:30 Equities: an introduction 
Andrew Williams 
Associate Product Manager, Equity Value Team, 
Schroders 

11:00 Coffee break   

11:30 Real Estate: an introduction Jeremy Marsh 
Research Analyst, Real Estate, Schroders 

12:00 Investment Policy: key trustee 
decisions 

Kate Rogers 
Head of Policy, Cazenove Charities 

12:30 Lunch   



Jeremy Marsh 

Real Estate: An introduction  

8 June 2017 



Agenda 

What drives commercial real estate returns?  

How does commercial real estate compare with equities and bonds? 

The outlook for UK commercial real estate 
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Real rents and GDP – deviation from trend %                                                       Building starts - deviation from trend %                                  
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GDP - output gap Open market rental values - real terms Building starts

Source: IPD, JLL, ONS, OBR, Schroders.  March 2017. 
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Open market commercial rental values tend to be cyclical 

Open market rental values reflect the balance between demand and supply 



-15
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Rental income Open market rental values

Open market rental values and rental income 
 The upward only rent review clause may provide significant protection of income 

% change 
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Source: IPD, Schroders.  March 2017 
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Yield Gap

All Real Estate Initial Yield

10 Year Gilts Yield

Changes in real estate yields reflect 
changes in investors’ appetite for real 
estate 

Investors’ appetite is influenced by:  

• Expectations for future rental growth 

• Changes in yields on long-gilts 

• Changes in short-term interest rates 
and exchange rates 

• The availability of bank debt 

• Expected returns on other assets 

Real estate yields - the other determinant of capital values 
Investor appetite for real estate varies, depending on a cocktail of influences 

Yield % 

Source: Bank of England, CBRE, Schroders, March 2017 
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UK real estate market performance 
Medium term total returns underpinned by a high and stable income return 

Source: IPD Monthly Index to December 2003.  CBRE Monthly Index from January 2004 onwards. 
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Total returns % 
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Income return Rental value growth Yield impact on capital values

Total return Capital growth

Investor yield  
cycle 

Investor yield  
cycle 

Occupier  
cycle 

Occupier  
cycle 



Commercial Real Estate vs. Equities and Bonds 



Real estate returns are less volatile than equities 
Real estate may also offer intermittent diversification 

Total return % 

Source: Barclays Capital, IPD, Schroders.  March 2017. 
1De-smoothed total returns. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.  
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UK real estate UK equities

1971-2004 0.19 

2005-2016 0.63 

Correlations:  
UK real estate vs UK equities 

Standard deviation 
in total returns 1970-2016 

UK Equities 28% 

UK Real estate1 17% 

Returns driven by 
rents. Good 

diversifier against 
equities 

Returns driven by  
yields and debt.   
Poor diversifier  

     against  
      equities 
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Long term income growth 
Rental income has been fairly stable and matched inflation over the long term 

Source: Barclays Capital, FTSE, IPD, ONS, Schroders, March 2017. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.  
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Real estate is a store of value in extremis 
Lower volatility is rooted in real estate being a physical asset 

Source: Various agents, Schroders, 2017 
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• Developed by Canary Wharf Group 

• Originally intended for Enron (Insolvent 2001) 

• Completed in 2003 

• Let to Lehman Brothers in 2004 

• Lehman Brothers collapsed in September 2008 

• Re-let to PWC (28%), Nomura (40%), other tenants 
(12%)  
in late 2008. 20% vacant 

• Sold to JP Morgan for European HQ in December 
2010 

25 Bank Street, London, E14 

 



Active management 
Refurbishment, extending leases, improving tenant  mix, development, etc. 

Source: Schroders, April 2016. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated 
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£4.25  £4.50 £4.75 

£5.00 
SEP ‘15 

£5.00 
AUG 
‘15 

£6.50 
JAN ‘16 

£6.00 
JAN ‘16 

£9.50 
Quoting ‘16 £7.50 

MAR ‘16 

Stacey Bushes, Milton 
Keynes 

Rents at purchase in mid-2013: 
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Real estate has out-performed gilts over the long term 
 Respectable performance in keeping with relative level of risk 

Source: Barclays Capital, IPD, Schroders.  March 2017. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.  

Total return % per year 
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Real estate fund total returns 
Fees, cash drag and gearing mean investors cannot easily track the index 

Source: Datastream, MSCi AREF/IPD, Schroders, 31 March 2017. 1Gearing measures debt as % of gross asset value 
Past performance is not a guide to future performance 
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Practical considerations for investors 

Illiquidity 

High transaction costs 

Investors cannot buy the IPD index. Constructing a well diversified portfolio of 30 or 
more direct properties is too expensive for most investors 

Indirect real estate: 
Unlisted funds: 
– Balanced funds 
– Specialist funds 
REITs and listed property companies 
Multi-manager 

Gearing in unlisted real estate funds and REITs will increase volatility 

Implementation 

Source: IPF “Time to Transact: Measurement and Drivers“, Steven Devaney and David Schofield (2014);  Schroders 

Physical assets are different from financial assets 
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Transaction times - range 
(introduction to completion) 

10th percentile  56 days 

Median 104 days 

90th percentile 267 days 



What is the outlook for UK Commercial  
Real Estate? 



Winning towns and cities strategy 

Source: Schroders.  July 2016. 

What makes a successful place? 

London 

Manchester 

Brighton 

Bristol 

Cambridge 

Oxford 

Milton Keynes 

Leeds 

Reading 

Skilled Labour 

Force 
 

Strong universities and 

schools, an open-source 

culture 

Diverse Economy 
 

 A mix of different sectors, 

large companies & start-ups 

Quality of Life 
 

Cultural attractions, good 

retail and leisure facilities, a 

mix of new and historical 

buildings 

Infrastructure 
 

Good transport, energy 

supply and broadband,  pro-

active local government 
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Increase public transport capacity by 10% 

Journey time from Heathrow to Liverpool Street cut from 55 minutes to 32 minutes 

Emerging London locations 

Source: Crossrail. February 2016 

Elizabeth Line due to start operating in late 2018 
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UK office employment 

Source: PMA, Oxford Economics, Schroders.   January 2017.  Note: The forecasts should be regarded as illustrative of trends. Actual figures will differ 
from forecasts. Please see Important Information regarding forecasts 

Occupiers in the regions are more orientated to the domestic economy 
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Forecast office employment, 2016 – 2021 

2016 – 2021, change % p.a. 

% of total floorspace 



UK “Big 6” regional office markets 
Bristol, Leeds, Manchester gain from professional services and low gov’t exposure 

Source: Oxford Economics, Schroders. March 2016 
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Leeds – Manchester electrification to be 
completed by 2022. Cut journey time from 
55 to 40 minutes 

Proposal for new HS3 route post-2030 to 
connect the Leeds and Manchester ends of 
HS2. Would cut journey time to 28 minutes 

Employment by sector  The Northern Powerhouse 
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Factories, laboratories and workshops 
New manufacturing techniques mean Europe is becoming competitive with China 

Source: The Smartest Places on Earth, Van Agtmael and Bakker,  2016.  Schroders.  September 2016. 
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 Manufacturing - 3D printing, robots, internet 
of things   

 Industrial robot costs $22,000 for 6,500 
hours - $3.50 per hour 

 Europe is now competitive with Asia in the 
production of  high quality goods (e.g. 
medical devices, circuit boards, aircraft & car 
components, bespoke clothing)   

 Manufacturers clustering next to universities 
- new products too complex to develop in-
house 

 High levels of automation means new 
factories create very few traditional “blue-
collar” jobs 

“Baxter” – Re-think Robots 
Inc 

Renishaw- Additive 
Manufacturing 



Multi-let industrials 
Rents underpinned by loss of stock and limited new development 
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Change in industrial floorspace                         Building starts 

Source:   VOA, PMA.  December 2016.   Note.  VOA data are the latest available.   Data include multi-let industrial and distribution warehouse. 

Annual rolling starts, long-term average = 100 2005-20151 

Change in total floorspace 



Food and beverage 
Restaurant chains benefiting from growth in eating out, but risk of saturation? 

Source: BDO, Coffer Peach Business Tracker, Mintel, Schroders. April 2017. 
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Restaurant and pub sales Growth in eating out 
12 month moving average, % change in revenue % of consumers eating out 
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Conclusions 

Real estate could be an attractive asset class because of: 
• Respectable long-term returns, mainly derived from income 
• Out-performance of gilts over the long-term 
• Less volatile returns than equities and (intermittent) diversification 
• Protection against inflation over the long term 
• Ability to enhance returns through active management 

However, investors need to remember that because real estate is a physical asset, it is illiquid. 
Balanced real estate unit trusts which have low levels of gearing could provide a well diversified 
exposure 

We forecast commercial real estate total returns of approximately 4% p.a. over the five years  
to end-2021, assuming the Brexit process is moderately drawn-out leading to an extended period 
of uncertainty 

We favour some fringe London offices, regional offices in cities with strong economies and low 
vacancy (e.g. Brighton, Cambridge, Manchester), convenience stores and industrial units on the 
edge of large cities 
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Source: Schroders. October 2016 
Note: The forecast should be regarded as illustrative of trends. Actual figures will differ from forecasts. Please see Important Information 
regarding forecasts 



Agenda 
8th June 2017 
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09.00 Registration   

09.30 Introduction Kate Rogers 
Head of Policy, Cazenove Capital Management 

09:35 The role of a Charity Trustee Laetitia Ransley 
Associate, Charities, Farrer & Co 

10:00 Bonds: an introduction Pritosh Ranjan 
Investment Analyst, Cazenove Capital Management 

10:30 Equities: an introduction 
Andrew Williams 
Associate Product Manager, Equity Value Team, 
Schroders 

11:00 Coffee break   

11:30 Real Estate: an introduction Jeremy Marsh 
Research Analyst, Real Estate, Schroders 

12:00 Investment Policy: key trustee 
decisions 

Kate Rogers 
Head of Policy, Cazenove Charities 

12:30 Lunch   



Kate Rogers 

Investment Policy: Key trustee decisions 

8 June 2017 



Who does what? 
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Regulators and 
Constitutional 

Documents 
Investment 

Powers 

Trustees 
Investment 
Committee 

Investment 
Policy 

Fund Managers 
Advisers 

Portfolio 
implementation 



When you invest your charity’s funds, by law you must: 

know what you can and can't invest in – follow any restrictions in your governing document 

make sure you know what you’re doing when making investment decisions – take advice from an expert 
where necessary 

minimise risk to your charity's funds, for example by having a mix of investments rather than a single 
large investment which could drop in value  - diversification 

explain your investment policy in your trustees’ annual report 

 

The purpose of financial investment is to yield the best financial return within the level of risk considered to 
be acceptable …. 

    ….this return can then be spent on the charity's aims. 

Investing Charitable Assets 
Charity Commission Guidance – CC14 
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The return of an investment is made up of the following elements: 

Financial return 

The capital return is the increase, or decrease in the capital value (price) of the investment  

The income return is the income received from that investment 

Permanent endowments/ German Foundations – specific rules on capital vs income  

 

Social return 

The social return is the social impact of the investment.  Often difficult to measure it takes into account 
value created outside of the financial return metrics that might be relevant to the charitable purpose 

 

Financial investment seeks to maximise financial returns for the appropriate level of risk 

Social investment seeks to achieve a social and financial return. 

 

Investment return 
Not just about the financial return 
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Investment Policy Statement 
Your charity’s written investment objectives 
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..provides a framework for making investment decisions, helping trustees to manage the charity’s resources 
effectively and demonstrate good governance 
 
Investment Policy Statement to cover 
1. Introduction – general background and financial objective, investment powers, governance 

2. Investment Objectives 

3. Risk 

4. Liquidity Requirements 

5. Time Horizon 

6. Responsible Investment 

7. Management Reporting and Monitoring 

8. Approval and Review 

Requirement if delegate investment management  

 



Role in the balance sheet? Security, growth, income? 

Motive?  Financial and/or social 

Capital protection vs inflation protection? 

Return expectation? 

Balance between capital return and income return? 

Risk appetite?  Tolerate volatility of capital value? 

 

 

Investment Policy Statement 
2. Investment Objectives and 3. Risk 

89 



A common charity investment objective 

Source: Schroders, ACF. Charity investment expenditure survey 2013, 19 questions, 226 respondents 

Charity investment expenditure survey 2013 
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Charity investment expenditure survey 2013 

 226 long term charity investors 

 19 questions 

 79% felt maintaining real capital value of investment portfolio over the long term very important 

 Majority aimed to preserve or grow the real capital value over the long term 

 

̶ Translates into a long term investment objective of inflation + spending rate 

 

 



4. Liquidity Requirements 

Regular draw down requirement? Income and/or capital? 

Other planned spending? 

Likelihood of unanticipated need for cash? 

 

5. Time Horizon 

Charity life? 

Investment asset life? 

Expected changes in capital, income or expenditure? 

 

6. Responsible Investment 

Responsible investment policy? 

 

 

Investment Policy Statement 
Examine key decisions and challenges 
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Spending 
How much? 

How? 

Governance 
Maintaining long 

term view 

Consistency 
Reflecting aims in 

investments 



The challenge for trustees 
Conflicting pulls and pressures 
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How much can we spend? 

Source: Dimson, Marsh, Staunton; Datastream.  Example portfolio:  80% UK Equities, 15% UK Bonds, 5% Cash 

Spending rate = portfolio return - inflation  

Market analysis 
Long term history puts the sustainable 
spending rate at 4 – 5% per annum  

      ……….but it is all in the timing 
 
Forecast returns puts the sustainable 
spending rate at  3 – 4% per annum 
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Real value of charity  

£1m initial assets, spending 4.2% per annum  

…market analysis 



How much can we spend? 

Source: Schroders, ACF. Charity investment expenditure survey, 19 questions, 226 respondents, February 2013 

… our survey says 
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How much can we spend? 

Source: Dimson, Marsh, Staunton; Datastream.  Example portfolio:  80% UK Equities, 15% UK Bonds, 5% Cash 
 

A better question to ask……. 

'When determining our spend and investment policies,  

   what risk are we prepared to take with longevity?' 
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Probability of maintaining real value  No Spending 3% p.a. 4% p.a. 

Long-term Historical Analysis - Rolling 30 years 100% 93% 77% 

Long-term Historical Analysis - Rolling 10 years 88% 58% 53% 

…sustainability is only ever a probability 



4. Liquidity Requirements 

Regular draw down requirement? Income and/or capital? 

Other planned spending? 

Likelihood of unanticipated need for cash? 

 

5. Time Horizon 

Charity life? 

Investment asset life? 

Expected changes in capital, income or expenditure? 

 

6. Responsible Investment 

Responsible investment policy? 

 

 

Investment Policy Statement 
Examine key decisions and challenges 
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Spending 
How much? 

How? 

Governance 
Maintaining long 

term view 

Consistency 
Reflecting aims in 

investments 



Longer time horizon = ability to tolerate volatility = ability to spend more 

But…  
Governance challenge of matching time horizon of trustees and endowment/asset life 
Performance monitoring challenge of comparing volatile portfolios to stable inflation 
Information overload challenge of quarterly reporting and daily pricing 

 

The solution… 
Set expectations for long term returns and volatility  
Monitor against ‘real life’ long term aims, as well as short term market benchmarks if 
appropriate 
Track over the long term 
Effective communication 

Time 
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Charity Multi-Asset Fund  
Exceeding long term return target 

Source: Datastream/Lipper, bid to bid, in GBP, net income reinvested. 30th September 2008 to 31st March 2017. A Share Class, 0.65% p.a. net of fees. RPI to 
28th February 2017. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. 5 year discrete performance figures are shown in Appendices.  
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– Long term target of inflation +4% 
– Expect oscillations around this target 

as it is a non-investable ‘benchmark’  
– Market fair value at RPI +4% mid line  
– Performance base date Sept 2008 

where FTSE All Share at historical 
average valuation 

– Range: Upper and lower boundaries 
represent two standard deviations 
from central return expectation (RPI 
+4%) 

– Equity like returns with reduced 
volatility over an economic cycle 
 

Performance 
12 months +17% vs RPI+4% +7% 
5 years +8% p.a. vs RPI+4% +6% p.a. 

 



4. Liquidity Requirements 

Regular draw down requirement? Income and/or capital? 

Other planned spending? 

Likelihood of unanticipated need for cash? 

 

5. Time Horizon 

Charity life? 

Investment asset life? 

Expected changes in capital, income or expenditure? 

 

6. Responsible Investment 

Responsible investment policy? 

 

 

Investment Policy Statement 
Examine key decisions and challenges 
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Spending 
How much? 

How? 

Governance 
Maintaining long 

term view 

Consistency 
Reflecting aims in 

investments 



Examines whether and how to develop a charity's investment strategy with its 
values and aims in mind.   

From minority to mainstream 

The report draws on research from the largest survey into current charity 
investment practice, with almost 300 respondents, and finds that 59% of charity 
investors are choosing to manage their investments in a way that is aligned with 
their mission, having moved from 23% just five years before.   

Intentional Investing 

Source: (6) Intentional Investing, ACF June 2015  

Report published in June 2015 
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Reflecting mission and values in investments - the options  
− The report identifies four main ‘behaviours’ to connect mission and aims to investments – exclude, 

select, influence, deliver – introduced into charity investment practice across the last four centuries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The impact on returns 

Exclusionary policies may have historically hindered 
performance, but the overall impact on the portfolio can be 
relatively small.  Selecting companies with good 
environmental, social and governance policies and engaging 
to improve corporate behaviour can be financially 
rewarding.  

 

Intentional Investing 
Report published in June 2015 
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Finding the right approach for your charity  
− There is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach that is right for every organisation.   
− The report advocates intentional investment, which means that trustees have thought about the 

management and use of their charity’s assets so that their approach supports the delivery of their 
charitable aims.  Intentional investors view their investments as one of a number of assets at the 
disposal of charity trustees, all of which can be used to support the charitable purpose.  

 

Source: (7,10) Intentional Investing, ACF June 2015 



Who does what? 
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Regulators and 
Constitutional 

Documents 
Investment 

Powers 

Trustees 
Investment 
Committee 

Investment 
Policy 

Fund Managers 
Advisers 

Portfolio 
implementation 



Translating policy into portfolio 
Strategy, asset allocation and investment selection 

Source: Cazenove Capital, graph for illustrative purposes only. *The target return is not guaranteed.  
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Investment objective has three key elements  

– Return objective – RPI + 4% per annum*   

– Timescale objective – a market cycle, typically 

five-seven years  

– Volatility objective – c.2/3rds of global equity 

volatility 

This objective will be achieved by:  
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Time 

A smoother path of returns over time 

Global Equities 
Multi-Asset Portfolio 

RPI +4% 

Strategy - investing in a broad mix of 

growth and other assets over the long term 

Asset Allocation  using tactical asset 

allocation over a market cycle 

Investment Selection  active, passive and 

external investment as appropriate; pooled 

or segregated 



Income 
Growth 

Capital  
Growth 

Inflation 
Protection 

Nominal 
Capital 

Security 

Equities Yes Yes Yes X 

Bonds X X X Yes 

Property Yes Yes Yes X 

Cash  X X X Yes 

Absolute Return X Yes X ? 

Commodities X Yes Yes X 

Private Equity X Yes Yes X 

Translating policy into portfolio 

Source: Schroders, Bloomberg 

General asset class characteristics 
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Who does what? 
Things to think about 
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Regulators and 
Constitutional 

Documents 
Investment 

Powers 

Trustees 
Investment 
Committee 

Investment 
Policy 

Fund Managers 
Advisers 

Portfolio 
implementation 

1. Crucial to identify and express your charity’s investment objectives 

2. Think about how much and how to spend 

3. Frame your monitoring and decisions in the context of your time horizon 

4. Consider how you reflect your charity aims in your portfolio 

5. Work with your investment committee and manager to identify the best strategy for your charity 
through selecting the right mix of assets 



Talking points 
2017 and beyond 
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Sector 

 Policy - austerity, lack of central funding – more demand on assets 

 Regulation – less supportive 

 Society – anti-globalisation and xenophobia, religious persecution 

 Challenges in public trust – reputation management, transparency, trustee recruitment 

 

Investment 

 Maximising (social and financial) return on all assets 

 Income vs total return 

 Responsible, Impact, Social Investment 

 Value for money – active vs passive, direct vs pooled 

 Governance support 

 

 

 



Appendix 



Charity Multi-Asset Fund 
Performance summary – 31st March 2017 

Source: 31st March 2017. Datastream/Lipper, bid to bid, in GBP, net income reinvested, A Share Class, 0.65% p.a. net of fees. Past performance is not a 
guide to future performance. The value of an investment and the income from it may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount 
originally invested.  
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Total returns 5 Years   

to 31 Mar 

2017  

(p.a.) 

3 Years    

to 31 Mar 

2017  

(p.a.) 

1 Apr 

2016 to 

31 Mar 

2017  

1 Apr 

2015 to 

31 Mar 

2016 

1 Apr 

2014 to 

31 Mar 

2015 

1 Apr 

2013 to 

31 Mar 

2014 

1 Apr 

2012 to 

31 Mar 

2013 

Charity Multi-Asset Fund +8.1% +7.2% +17.4% -2.4% +7.6% +6.1% +12.8% 

RPI +4%  +6.3% +5.9% +7.3% +5.6% +4.9% +6.5% +7.4% 

Excess return over RPI 

+4% 

+1.8% +1.3% +10.1% -8.0% +2.7% -0.4% +5.4% 

RPI +2.3% +1.9% +3.1% +1.6% +0.9% +2.5% +3.3% 

Excess return over RPI  +5.8% +5.3% +14.3% -4.0% +6.7% +3.6% +9.5% 

Cash +0.6% +0.5% +0.4% +0.6% +0.6% +0.5% +0.7% 

Excess return over Cash +7.5% +6.7% +17.0% -3.0% +7.0% +5.6% +12.1% 



Disclaimers 
We undertake to comply with our obligations under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and the disclaimers set out in this section do not exclude or restrict liability 
for any duty to clients under this Act or any other applicable regulatory authority. 

Nothing in this document should be deemed to constitute the provision of financial, investment or other professional advice in any way. The material in this document is for 
information purposes only and the services, securities, investments and funds described may not be available to or suitable for you. Not all strategies are appropriate at all 
times. 

We have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained within this document is accurate, up to date, and complies with all prevailing UK legislation. 
However, no liability can be accepted for any errors or omissions, or for any loss resulting from its use. Any data and material provided ahead of an investment decision are 
for information purposes only. Unit and share prices are for information purposes only, they are not intended for trading purposes. We shall not be liable for any errors or 
delays in these prices or in the provision of this information, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon. 

We reserve the right to amend, alter, or withdraw any of the information contained in this document at any time and without notice. No liability is accepted for such 
changes. 

This document may include forward-looking statements that are based upon our current opinions, expectations and projections. We undertake no obligation to update or 
revise any forward-looking statements. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements. 

Risk warnings  
You should consider the following risks: 

Investment risk: Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of an investment and the income from it may go down as well as up and investors may 
not get back the amount originally invested. 

Taxation: Statements concerning taxation are based on our understanding of the taxation law in force at the time of publication. The levels and bases of taxation may 
change. You should obtain professional advice on taxation where appropriate before proceeding with any investment.  

Exchange rates: Investments in overseas securities are exposed to movements in exchange rates. These may cause the sterling value of units to go up or down.  

Debt securities: Investments in higher yielding bonds issued by borrowers with lower credit ratings may result in a greater risk of default and have a negative impact on 
income and capital value. Income payments may constitute a return of capital in whole or in part. Income may be achieved by foregoing future capital growth.  

Emerging markets: You should be aware of the additional risks associated with investment in emerging and developing markets. These include: higher volatility of markets; 
systems and standards affecting trading, settlement, registration and custody of securities all possibly lower than in developed markets; lack of liquidity in markets and 
exchanges leading to lower marketability of securities and greater price fluctuation; significant currency volatility, possibly resulting in adoption of exchange controls; lower 
shareholder protection or information to investors provided from the legal infrastructure and accounting, auditing and reporting standards. 

 

Disclaimers, risk warnings and regulatory status 
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Risk warnings (continued) 
Unregulated collective investment schemes: Unregulated collective investment schemes and other non-mainstream pooled investments (NMPIs) are unlikely to offer a 
level of investor protection equivalent to that available for UK regulated investments. Such schemes may deal infrequently and may limit redemption. 

Structured products: Structured products are usually issued by financial institutions and in the event of these institutions going into liquidation or failing to comply with 
the terms of the securities you may not receive the anticipated returns and you may lose all or part of the money you originally invested. If you sell your investment before 
its maturity date the investment may achieve a price less than the original investment. The performance of these investments may depend on indices and defined 
calculations which may differ from direct investments.  

Gearing: Some of the investments we may make on your behalf could be in investment companies which use gearing as a strategy or invest in other investment companies 
which use gearing, such as investment trusts. The strategy which the issuer of such securities uses or proposes to use may result in movements in the price of the securities 
being more volatile than the movements in the price of underlying investments. Such investments may be subject to sudden and large falls in value and you may get back 
nothing at all if there is a sufficiently large fall.  

Regulated Mortgages: Schroder & Co. Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority to administer, advise on, arrange (bring about) and enter into a 
regulated mortgage contract. Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage. 

All data contained within this document is sourced from Cazenove Capital unless otherwise stated. Where FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) data is used, “FTSE” is a trade 
mark of the London Stock Exchange Group of companies and is used by FTSE International Limited under licence. All rights in the FTSE indices vest in FTSE and/or its 
licensors. Neither FTSE nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the FTSE indices or underlying data. No further distribution of FTSE data is 
permitted without FTSE’s express written consent. 

Company particulars and regulatory status 
This document is issued by Cazenove Capital which is part of the Schroder Group and is a trading name of Schroder & Co. Limited, who together with connected companies 
provide the services described. 

Schroder & Co Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. 
Registered office is at 31 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7QA. Registered Number 2280926 England. 

Services supplied by Schroder & Co. Limited and connected companies may be subject to value added tax (VAT). Schroder & Co. Limited is registered for VAT in the United 
Kingdom (GB 243868730). 

For the purposes of the Data Protection Act 1998, the data controller in respect of any personal data you supply is Schroder & Co. Limited. Personal information you supply 
may be processed for the purposes of investment administration by the Schroder Group, which may include the transfer of data outside of the European Economic Area. 
Schroder & Co. Limited may also use such information for marketing activities unless you notify it otherwise in writing. 

For your security, communications may be recorded or monitored. 

Disclaimers, risk warnings and regulatory status 
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